
From: Mike Lissner mike@free.law
Subject: Re: RECAP updates

Date: December 20, 2017 at 9:03 PM
To: Aaron Greenspan aaron.greenspan@plainsite.org
Cc: Brian Carver bcarver@courtlistener.com, Ansel Halliburton ansel@krinternetlaw.com

I'm off to vacation tomorrow, so I'll just respond with a quick note. I'm taking John off it since he's been quite a menace. His email
below is generally fine, but he's been accusing me of all kinds of things (and emailing anybody he can think of) since the changes.
He's literally the only person that I've ever blocked from emailing me.

So, three quick responses:

1. Thanks for sticking up for me to this guy, though I doubt it'll make him happy.

2. We will be updating IA on a quarterly basis, as it says in our original blog post. The first one may be a bit late (hopefully not), but it'll
get better and smoother as time goes on. These data dumps should be much improved over the old metadata posted to IA.

3. I'm glad the show_docs thing came up because it got us talking, and that was part of why I did it — as an olive branch of sorts. I'd
still like to get you on board, Aaron, if we can. We've had lots of productive conversations over the years, and I know we see a lot of
things the same way. 

I read your post, and I disagree with parts of it, but I also don't want to get into a dueling blog post thing about it, nor go through it point
by point. 

I think where I come down on things is that we don't have to pay for the PACER content itself, because we get it from the users or bulk
work that we do, BUT FLP has paid tens of thousands of dollars in man-hours to make RECAP work, upgrade it, and maintain it, and
that work does need to be paid for.

I know you've contributed in the past (the bigger payments were before we took over RECAP), and some of those payments didn't
deliver like you'd wanted (again, I think when we worked together, we delivered). So, perhaps, in light of your support over the years, a
way forward is to find a more reasonable monthly rate that we can do to make everybody happy. 

I'd like to get you back on board, but I do want you to come at least a few steps in my direction to recognize that FLP has put in a lot of
effort on RECAP that everybody benefits from — and FLP continues to do so. 

So. Perhaps the number that I threw out on our phone call was too high considering how much you've supported RECAP in the past.
Is there an amount that seems more fair to you considering the effort we put in to keep it alive? Or is no amount fair in your mind?

One way or another, I hope you have a happy holiday.

Mike

On Wed, Dec 20, 2017 at 7:32 PM Aaron Greenspan <aaron.greenspan@plainsite.org> wrote:
Hi John,

Thanks for your message. I’m going to CC Mike and the other FLP board members here because I think it’s important that the
conversation about this issue continue.

Mike has done a lot of hard work on the RECAP extension coding, and I don’t think he has intentionally done anything evasive in
the codebase or related Github discussion. That being said, I do think that there are several confusing aspects to RECAP at this
juncture (of which I think Mike/FLP is generally aware given our previous correspondence), including the undisclosed fact that FLP
is now attempting to charge certain parties access fees, and the issues highlighted here regarding the "Internet Archive" verbiage:

https://www.plainsite.org/articles/20171130/why-plainsite-no-longer-supports-the-recap-initiative/

As of this moment, my understanding is that FLP is not updating the Internet Archive any longer, and in turn, sites such as PlainSite
and the United States Courts site will not be able to derive any further benefit from RECAP unless they pay access fees to FLP. The
specific issue with the show_doc link you mention does enable the plug-in to better handle data *coming from* old-style PACER
links in PlainSite’s database (and I think that bug report was filed years ago if I remember correctly), but given the new
circumstances imposed by FLP, the fix does nothing to allow data to actually *go to* PlainSite.

The PlainSite post linked above is public and has been for a few weeks now. Should FLP reverse its policy, we will update our
stance accordingly. Until then, we share your disappointment at how FLP has handled this situation.

Aaron

PlainSite | http://www.plainsite.org

On Dec 20, 2017, at 7:19 PM, John Fuenchem <jfuenchem@yahoo.ca> wrote:
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Hello,

On the page titled "Parser improvements" announcing version 1.2.2 of RECAP, Mike Lissner states "3. Support for show_doc
links is now back so we can better support websites like Plainsite, that rely on them." The page was posted on or around
December 12, after the Free Law Project decided to stop updating PlainSite with RECAP documents. I
believe the statement is intended to create the false impression that PlainSite is still being updated.

FLP has updated its extension so that users who follow the "show_doc" links on your website will be able to upload the
documents to RECAP, even though it continues to deny you those same documents. I thought I should bring this to your attention.
I e-mailed FLP about the misleading statement, and my e-mail exchange with Lissner is included in this e-mail.

I have e-mailed FLP multiple times about its decision to stop updating PlainSite with RECAP documents. Lissner has consistently
given me vague and evasive answers, and has refused to answer any of my questions. Some of his responses have been rude. I
can forward you the e-mail exchanges if you like.

In the meantime, I was wondering, are you planning any other efforts to publicize FLP's decision? I'm sure there are a few blogs
and media outlets that would be interested in hearing about it.

Thank you,

John

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: John Fuenchem <jfuenchem@yahoo.ca>
To: Mike Lissner <mike@free.law> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 20, 2017 8:15 PM
Subject: Re: Parser improvements

Your "response" did not answer any of my questions. Is PlainSite is being updated with RECAP
documents again? If not, how are you "supporting" PlainSite if it does not receive the documents
uploaded as a result of people clicking on the links? How can PlainSite "rely" on those links?

John

From: Mike Lissner <mike@free.law>
To: John Fuenchem <jfuenchem@yahoo.ca> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 20, 2017 8:01 PM
Subject: Re: Parser improvements

I'm sorry, I am not going to respond to or read any more of your emails. I tried to
give you a friendly, helpful response, but that obviously didn't work. If our work
upsets you, I suggest you stop reading our release notes and stop following our
work.

On Wed, Dec 20, 2017 at 4:49 PM John Fuenchem <jfuenchem@yahoo.ca>
wrote:

I take your evasive response to mean that PlainSite is not being updated with RECAP
documents again. I believe your statement "... so we can better support websites like Plainsite,
that rely on them" is deceptive because makes it appear that PlainSite is being updated.

How are you "supporting" PlainSite if it does not receive the documents uploaded as a result of
people clicking on the links? How can PlainSite "rely" on those links?

I look forward to your response.

John
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John

From: Mike Lissner <mike@free.law>
To: John Fuenchem <jfuenchem@yahoo.ca> 
Cc: Free Info <info@free.law>
Sent: Wednesday, December 20, 2017 7:29 PM
Subject: Re: Parser improvements

Plainsite has links on their site that allow you to go to PACER to buy
documents. For a time, those links worked (you could buy the item), but the
item wouldn't get the metadata needed to have it picked up by RECAP. The
update fixes that problem so if you buy items from the Plainsite website, and
if you have RECAP installed, the item will get picked up.

Mike

On Wed, Dec 20, 2017 at 4:25 PM John Fuenchem <jfuenchem@yahoo.ca>
wrote:

Hello,

On the page titled "Parser improvements" announcing version 1.2.2 of RECAP, you say
"Support for show_doc links is now back so we can better support websites like Plainsite,
that rely on them."

Does this mean PlainSite is being updated with RECAP documents again? What about the
United States Courts Archive?

I look forward to your response.

John
-- 
Mike Lissner
Executive Director
Free Law Project
@freelawproject
https://free.law/donate/

-- 
Mike Lissner
Executive Director
Free Law Project
@freelawproject
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-- 
Mike Lissner
Executive Director
Free Law Project
@freelawproject
https://free.law/donate/
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From: Aaron Greenspan aaron.greenspan@PLAINSITE.ORG
Subject: Re: RECAP updates

Date: December 26, 2017 at 10:43 AM
To: Mike Lissner mike@free.law
Cc: Brian Carver bcarver@courtlistener.com, Ansel Halliburton ansel@krinternetlaw.com

Mike,

Allow me to respond slightly out of order.

Regarding steps in the direction of recognizing for FLP putting in a lot of effort—as you acknowledged yourself, I just stuck up for you 
to a random stranger. I have gone out of my way to give you the credit you deserve, because I understand the level of effort required 
to do this work and because I’ve gotten the short end of that stick too many times. But the fact that random people are e-mailing with 
legitimate inquiries should concern you. John Fuenchem was correct: your answer to his question was, actually, evasive. He asked if 
PlainSite was being updated by RECAP again and you answered a totally different question, presumably because the answer to his 
question would have been deeply embarrassing.

I think at this point I need to be extremely blunt because my message does not seem to be getting across. I was unsure when you first 
mentioned your plan to me (I thought maybe you would reconsider), but I am not on board, and the notion that fixing a bug that affects 
the general public should be considered an "olive branch" that would sway me is a bit insulting. I think what you are doing here is 
ethically dubious, misleading to the public, very likely illegal (frankly it reeks of extortion, see also § 17200, see also tortious 
interference with prospective economic advantage), and in a different context I would probably sue over it. I realize I’m CCing two 
lawyers on this message—don’t worry, I have no plans to sue FLP or any of you and you are welcome to disagree with my 
characterization and poke holes in it. I just want to be very clear about how steadfastly opposed I am to this new "model" and I am 
increasingly motivated to counteract it once I find the time.

In summary, I am really stunned that A) you would do any of this B) while calling yourself "Free Law Project" and C) trading on the 
public’s prior understanding of the RECAP brand and D) still think this is about finding the right number. You need to consider whether 
you should be running, or even working for, a non-profit organization, because I view the way you have handled this episode as an 
enormous breach of the public’s trust, and mine.

Aaron
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